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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a classification scheme for forest growth stage types and other
cover types using a support vector machine (SVM) based on the Polarimetric SAR Interferometric
(PolInSAR) data acquired by Chinese Multidimensional Space Joint-observation SAR (MSJosSAR)
system. Firstly, polarimetric, texture, and coherence features were calculated from the PolInSAR
data. Secondly, the capabilities of the polarimetric, texture, and coherence features in land use/cover
classification were quantified independently through histograms. Following this, the polarimetric
features were used for the classification of land use/cover types, followed by a combination of texture
and coherence features. Finally, the three classification results were validated against test samples
using the confusion matrix. It was shown that, with the integration of texture and coherence features,
the producer’s accuracy for afforested land, young forest land, medium forest land, and near-mature
forest land improved by 6%, 31%, 11%, and 6%, respectively, compared with the former experiment
using solely polarimetric features. Our study indicates that the forest and non-forest lands can
be discriminated by the polarimetric features, which also play an important role in the separation
between afforested land and other forest types as well as medium forest land and near-mature forest
land. The texture features further discriminate afforested land and other forest types, while the
coherence features obviously improved the separation of young forest land and medium forest land.
This paper provides an effective way of identifying various land use/cover types, especially for
distinguishing forest growth stages with SAR data. It would be of great interest in regions with
frequent cloud coverage and limited optical data for the monitoring of land use/cover types.
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1. Introduction

Forests play an important role in carbon storage and carbon dynamic cycles [1]. Furthermore,
forest plantations have significant effects on carbon uptake and climatic variations. The efforts in
conserving forest ecosystems rely on knowledge of the plantations at different stages of growth,
which is also a crucial indicator for the sustainable management and development of forests [2].
Therefore, it is necessary to specifically discriminate forest growth stages, which has been reported and
evaluated using various remotely sensed datasets [3–5]. With the characteristics of cloud penetration
and day/night acquisition, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data has been widely applied in forest
classification. The SAR backscattering properties of forests vary with their physical features, such as
forest species, height, and density [6]. Thus, SAR data can be used to distinguish forest from non-forest
land [7–13] and to monitor forest growth/regrowth [14,15].
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The potential of C-band SAR data in forest classification has been analyzed in previous studies,
which demonstrated that conventional C-band SAR polarizations HH, HV, and VV provided a limited
discrimination of tree species [16–18]. However, the polarization information provided by fully
polarimetric SAR significantly improved forest type discrimination under both conditions of leaf-on
and leaf-off [19]. Techniques based on the target decomposition theory and statistical properties of
the backscattered signal constitute the primary approach for the radar polarimetric classifications,
which are used mainly in Cloude–Pottier decomposition [20] and Freeman–Durden decomposition [21].
The Cloude–Pottier decomposition can draw three parameters (entropy, alpha, and anisotropy),
which are each correlated with specific physical properties. The Freeman–Durden decomposition can
determine the contribution of surface scattering, volume scattering, and the trunk-ground interaction
scattering. Both target decomposition approaches are widely used in land use/cover classification,
especially in forest classification [19,22,23].

Although polarimetric information shows better performance in the classification of main land
use/cover types [24–26], the capability for further classification of forest growth stages is limited due
to the similar polarimetric behavior of different land use/cover types [15].

Interferometric observation is one of the promising methods of classification, with coherence
being sensitive to the spatial heterogeneity of forest height and density, which are reflected in different
forest growth stages [15]. Even small variations in the forest structure affect the position of the effective
scattering center and subsequently result in different coherence values. Thus, interferometric coherence
is suitable for classifying high biomass forest even at lower frequencies as it is hardly affected by
any amplified saturation effects [15]. Ferro-Famil [27] proposed a Polarimetric SAR Interferometric
(PolInSAR) algorithm to separate forests from manmade targets that were not aligned in the track
direction. Ferro-Famil et al. [28] classified forest stand biomass into broad categories by reliably
applying the k-means algorithm based on the statistics of an optimal coherence set. Lee et al. [15]
evaluated the potential of combining polarimetric and interferometric classification approaches to
classify forest types and growth stage using a k-means algorithm. The results showed that polarimetric
information had little effect on forest classification, while the interferometry information plays an
important role in the improvement of classification accuracy.

Forest classification accuracy can be improved by adopting texture information that exploited
from multi-source remote-sensing data [29–31] or only SAR data. For instance, based on the Japanese
Earth Resources Satellite-1 (JERS-1) SAR data, texture features were derived to refine the classification
in the flooded forest class [9]. In a similar way, Advanced Land Observing Satellite Phased Array type
L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (ALOS PALSAR) and Radar Satellite-2 (RADARSAT-2) textures were
used to classify a tropical moist region [32], with the results, compared to those of individual datasets,
being considerably more accurate when datasets were combined.

Forest plantations are usually characterized by a single tree species and uniform distribution
with a partially closed canopy in this research. This leads to similar scattering properties between
different forest types [33], especially for the C-band SAR. Therefore, the forest type could not be
accurately classified using the limited polarimetric SAR data [15]. The airborne PolInSAR data,
including the polarimetric, interferometric, and texture features, are the advanced form of SAR
data, which provides extremely abundant information for the classification of forest growth stages.
In this study, polarimetric, texture, and coherence information were derived from PolInSAR data,
before the capabilities of these features in distinguishing forest growth stages were analyzed through
the histograms. Finally, a support vector machine (SVM) [34,35] was used for the classification of forest
growth stages, with the results validated by indicators including overall accuracy, kappa coefficient,
and producer’s and user’s accuracy. As the study mentioned above, we aimed to exploit the potential
of PolInSAR data in order to accurately classify forest growth stages.
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2. Test Site and Dataset

2.1. Test Site Description

The test site is located in the Tianjin city of China (Figure 1a,b), with an area of 5.5 km2. Figure 1c
showed the test site as obtained from Google Earth, while Figure 1d shows the Pauli RGB image derived
from SAR data. The center coordinates of the test site are 40◦2′10”N, 117◦42′26”E. The dominant land
use/cover types include forest plantations, farmland, water, and buildings. The forest plantations
are dominated by poplars (Populus L.), including afforested land, young forest, medium forest,
and near-mature forest. The test site is mostly flat and its average elevation is 20 m.
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2.2. Remote Sensing Data

The C-band PolInSAR data were acquired on 26 September 2013 by the Multidimensional Space
Joint-observation SAR (MSJosSAR) system in a quad polarization (HH, HV, VH, VV) repeat-pass
interferometric mode, with a space baseline of 9 m and a time baseline of 30 min. The original images
were provided in a single-look complex (SLC) format with a pixel size of 0.5 m × 0.5 m in azimuth and
range directions, respectively. The polarization color composite image is shown in Figure 1d. The color
scheme is based on the Pauli vector by assigning |HH − VV|, |HV|, and |HH + VV| as red, green,
and blue, respectively. In the Pauli basis, |HH − VV|, |HV|, and |HH + VV| represent double
bounce, volume, and single bounce scattering, respectively. Figure 1d reveals that forested areas can
be easily separated from open areas, but forest growth stages are almost indistinguishable.

2.3. Ground Truth Data

We did not collect field data in time synchronously with SAR data acquisition on
26 September 2013. We carried out field work on 3 October 2014 at the same temporal profile as
the SAR data acquisition. Each land use/cover type is homogeneous and distributed evenly in this
study area. In order to reduce the survey workload, only several locations of each type were selected
to record GPS coordinates, take pictures, and describe other information of types, such as forest height,
canopy coverage, and ground cover. Finally, a total of 30 samples were collected along the yellow lines
(Figure 2): 4 for afforested land, 4 for young forest land, 4 for medium forest land, 4 for near-mature
forest land, 3 for other stumpages, 3 for building land, 3 for wheat tillage land, 3 for corn stubble land,
and 2 for water.
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Sample coordinates were recorded by Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS, Trimble
GEO XH6000) and the positional accuracy of GPS measurements for 30 samples were between
0.86 and 1.79 m after a differential calculation. It is worth noting that the positional accuracy of
GPS measurements has no effect on training and validation samples, as the type is consistent within
the positional error range.

The “National Technical Regulations for Inventory for Forest Management Planning and Design”
issued by the State Forestry Administration was used in this study as the reference for the classification
system of the test site. Additionally, field work provides the true conditions of the land use/cover,
which was classified as 4 level-II types, including building land, water, farmland, and forest land.
Specifically, farmland and forest land were divided into various subcategories, while components of
each class are listed as follows.

The test site for farmland has a typical farming system of spring corn and winter wheat. The SAR
data were acquired on 26 September 2013 and the field work was conducted on 3 October 2014. Spring
corn is sown in late April and harvested in late August, so the spring corn was already harvested at this
time, with remaining stubble. This did not change between the data acquisition and field work time.
Winter wheat is seeded in early October and harvested in the following June, so it had been turned
over at data acquisition time. Therefore, there may be individual wheat plots that were seeded during
the field work, while the land surface characteristics can be treated as no changes to data acquisition
time. Therefore, farmland was divided into two subcategories: corn stubble and wheat tillage land.

For the forest land, Populus is almost the only tree species in the test site. Thus, it is not appropriate
to classify forest by different tree species. We confirmed the forest planting time from local forestry
department. Due to the difference in tree seedlings and planting times, forest growth stage types were
defined based on age group as afforested land (younger than 2 years), young forest land (2 to 5 years),
medium forest land (6 to 10 years), and near-mature forest land (11 to 15 years). This was done
according to the “National Technical Regulations for Inventory for Forest Management Planning
and Design”.

Additionally, the trees distributed around villages, ponds, and afforested land were defined as
other stumpages in this study, such as scattered trees.

Overall, the classification system of the test sites contains nine classes (Table 1), including
four forest land types (afforested land, young forest land, medium forest land and near-mature
forest land) and five non-forested types (other stumpages, water, building land, corn stubble land, and
wheat tillage farmland).

Table 1. Descriptions of land use/cover types.

Type Description

Afforested land Tree height is about 2 m and canopy is open. Ground surface is covered
with withered grass.

Young forest land Tree height is about 4 m and canopy is relatively open. Ground surface
is covered with litter falls or shrub.

Medium forest land Tree height is about 7 m and canopy is relatively closed. Ground surface
is covered with litter falls.

Near-mature forest land Tree height is about 9 m and canopy is closed. Ground surface is
covered with litter falls.

Other stumpages Scattered trees, four-side trees, a few characteristics of them are similar
to those of near-mature forest.

Water Open surface water bodies such as rivers and lakes.

Building land Some are mixed with trees.

Wheat tillage land Wheat has been harvested and surface soil has been turned over.

Corn stubble land Corn has been harvested and surface is covered with straw.
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3. Methods

3.1. PolSAR Data Processing

3.1.1. Polarimetric Information Extraction

The PolSAR image (the master image of the PolInSAR dataset) was pre-processed using the
PolSARpro5.0 software. The PolSAR image was first multi-looked with three looks in azimuth and
three looks in range to generate the Hermitian positive semi-definite covariance (C3) matrix. This was
then filtered with a 5 × 5 mean filter to minimize speckle noise.

Polarimetric decompositions were then applied to extract the meaningful decomposition
parameters of each land use/cover type. The Freeman–Durden and Cloude–Pottier decomposition
method, the two most frequently applied methods, were adopted in this study. The Freeman–Durden
decomposition was carried out to distinguish the backscattering for each image pixel into the three
scattering mechanisms: rough-surface scattering, double-bounce scattering, and volume scattering.

The Cloude–Pottier decomposition was used to extract the entropy (H), anisotropy (A), and alpha
angle (α) parameters of each image pixel. H indicates the amount of mixing between scattering
mechanisms, where a value close to 0 indicates a single scattering mechanism and values close to 1
indicate equal scattering mixtures. A indicates the amount of mixing between the second and third
scattering mechanisms, where a value close to 0 represents equal proportions and a value close to 1
represents domination of the second mechanism. α ranges from 0 to 90◦, with surface scattering
associated with low values (<40◦), double bounce associated with intermediate values (40◦ to 52.5◦),
and volume scattering associated with high values (>52.5◦) [36].

3.1.2. RK Texture Information Extraction

We modeled the vector of polarimetric scattering coefficients using product models of a
non-Gaussian texture term and a multivariate Gaussian-based speckle term. The relative kurtosis
(RK) is the sample multivariate kurtosis relative to that of the standard multivariate Gaussian and is a
common measure of non-Gaussianity for the generalized Wishart distribution [37]:

RK =

mean

[(
yT
∧
∑ −1y

)2
]

d(d + 1)
=

E
{

z2}
(E{z})2 (1)

where y is the vector of polarimetric scattering coefficients, and z is a strictly positive random variable.
After derivation, we can get

RK =

L · var
{

tr(
∧
∑ −1C)

}
+ d2

d(d + 1)
(2)

where L is the number of looks, d is the vector dimension, and Σ is the mean covariance matrix.

3.1.3. Coherence Information Extraction

The PolInSAR dataset of this test site was used to form the 6 × 6 interferometric coherency matrix
as shown in Equation (3):

T =

[
k1

k2

][
k∗T1 k∗T2

]
=

[
T11 Ω12

Ω∗T12 T22

]
(3)
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with

ki =
1√
2

 SHH + SVV
SHH − SVV

2SHV

 (4)

where Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the measurement of the two ends of the spatial baseline, respectively.
Following this, the polarimetric interferometric coherence can be derived as a function of the
polarization of the two images corresponding to the two ends of the spatial baseline:

γ(ω1, ω2) =
ω∗T1 Ω12ω2√

(ω∗T1 T11ω1)(ω
∗T
2 T22ω2)

(5)

where ω1 and ω2 are the unitary complex vectors, which define the polarization of the two images.
Based on a polarimetric interferometric coherence optimization method, an optimal coherence set can
be defined as follows [38]:

(γ̃opt1, γ̃opt2, γ̃opt3) with
∣∣γ̃opt1

∣∣ ≥ ∣∣γ̃opt2
∣∣ ≥ ∣∣γ̃opt3

∣∣. (6)

From this, the two optimal coherence parameters (A1 and A2) indicate relative amplitude
variations between the different optimized channels, which are defined in [26] as follows:

A1 =
γ̃opt_1 − γ̃opt_2

γ̃opt_1
, A2 =

γ̃opt_1 − γ̃opt_3

γ̃opt_1
(7)

with

γ̃opt_i =

∣∣γ̃opti
∣∣

∑3
j=1
∣∣γ̃optj

∣∣ i = 1, 2, 3. (8)

As shown in Table 2, a total of 13 features were derived from the above methods. The scheme
involves an independent analysis of the capabilities of polarimetric, texture, and coherence features for
the separability of land use/cover types for the selection of the relative optimal features. Following this,
the polarimetric features were used for land use/cover types using SVM, followed by a combination
of texture and coherence features.

Table 2. Classification feature descriptions.

ID Classification Features Descriptions References

1 Polarization features
Ps, Pd, Pv Freeman–Durden Decomposition parameters [19]

H, A, α Cloud–Pottier Decomposition parameters [20]

2 Texture features RK Relative Kurtosis texture [36]

3 Coherence features
γHH, γHV, γVV Polarimetric interferometric coherence

[26]γopt_1, γopt_2, γopt_3 Optimal coherence
A1, A2 Optimal coherent spectrum

3.2. SVM Classification Method

As a supervised non-parametric statistical learning technique, the support vector machine (SVM)
classifier has been mostly applied in land use/cover classification based on hyperspectral remotely
sensed data, with only a few based on SAR data [39–41]. SVM is well suited to handle linearly
non-separable cases by using a hyperplane. The hyperplane can be found easily using Kernel theory to
transform the features from low dimensional space to high dimensional space [42]. The Kernal theory
is one of the core concepts in SVMs and plays a very important role. A Gaussian radial basis function
kernel algorithm for the SVM was chosen because it has the ability to handle more complex non-linear
class distributions [34,35].
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The Gaussian Kernel theory is as follows:

k(Xi, Yi) = exp(
−‖Xi −Yi‖2

2σ2 ) (9)

where k(Xi, Yi) defines the kernel, Xi and Yi are the data being separated, and the spread width σ of
Gaussian kernel includes adjustable kernel function parameters.

In the field work, we collected several samples of each type. Due to non-forest types conforming
to SAR scattering properties, such as water, building land, wheat tillage land, and corn stubble land,
non-forest types distribution can be confirmed on the Pauli RGB image. These additional samples of
the non-forest type were collected as Pauli RGB images according to ground true data. While forest
growth stage types have no obvious differences in the Pauli RGB image, each distribution of the forest
growth stage type and more samples were confirmed and collected based on a similar spectrum and
spatial characteristics from high spatial resolution images of Google Earth according to ground true
data. Finally, 340 samples were collected, each of which was an area of interest (AOI), as shown in
Figure 3. Most of the land use/cover types have 40 AOIs (Table 3), except 20 AOIs for water. Two-thirds
of the AOIs for each land use/cover type were used as training AOIs, and the rest were test AOIs.
Table 3 also shows the total number of pixels corresponding to the total number of AOIs for each land
use/cover type.
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Table 3. Numbers of AOIs and pixels for each land use/cover type.

Type Number of AOIs Number of Pixels

Afforested land 40 6034
Young forest land 40 4353

Medium forest land 40 11,146
Near-mature forest land 40 4640

Other stumpages 40 2421
Water 20 4235

Building land 40 5699
Wheat tillage land 40 5465
Corn stubble land 40 6465

4. Results

4.1. Capabilities of Classification Features

To evaluate the ability of various features to distinguish land use/cover types, histograms of
polarization, texture, and coherence features were generated to analyze the separability of land
use/cover types.

4.1.1. Polarization Feature

In Figure 4a,b, the RGB images are composited by Freeman–Durden decomposition parameters
(Pd, Pv, Ps and Table 2) and Cloude–Pottier decomposition parameters (α, H, A and Table 2), respectively.
The non-forest lands (water, farmland, building land, and afforested land) were recognized visually
from the two images. However, only Cloude–Pottier decomposition highlighted the variations between
different forest types.
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Histograms in Figure 5 represent the separability of different types using different features.
For forestland types, the histograms are confusion due to their similar vegetation structural
characteristics (Figure 5a–c). Therefore, it is challenging to distinguish various forest growth
types using the features obtained from Freeman–Durden decomposition. The H obtained from
Cloude–Pottier decomposition can be used to separate afforested land from other forest land types in
general (Figure 5d). It is possible for the α to be used to differentiate between medium forest land and
near-mature forest land/afforested land (Figure 5e). However, histograms of the afforested land and
near-mature forest land overlap, while the young forest land is mixed with the medium forest land
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and near-mature forest land. Using the polarimetric features, the young forest land, medium forest
land, and near-mature forest land are difficult to separate.
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For non-forest types, Ps obtained from Freeman–Durden decomposition can be used to separate
other stumpages from wheat tillage farmland and corn stubble land, although the latter two are
usually confused. Histograms of Pd, H, α, and A show a high separability between wheat tillage
farmland and corn stubble land, while other stumpages are difficult to differentiate. Pv performs well
for the separation of wheat tillage farmland, corn stubble land, and other stumpages. Building land is
confused with other types.

Additionally, as shown in Figure 5, A, Pd, and H can be used to separate forest types from wheat
tillage farmland, stumpages, and corn stubble land, respectively.

Overall, all of the polarimetric features, with their particular advantages, can be used for
classification. These features are effective for separation among non-forest types as well as
distinguishing medium forest land and near-mature forest land; however, it is difficult to identify other
forested types by using these polarimetric features.
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4.1.2. Texture

Figure 6 shows the RK texture image calculated by the non-Gaussian statistical modeling theory
(Table 2) and visually highlights the building land. However, there is no obvious difference between
medium forest land and young forest land/near-mature forest land.
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Figure 7 demonstrates the separability of different types by the RK feature histogram. Among
the three levels of RK values (Figure 7), the building land expresses the highest RK value due to its
significant spatial heterogeneity, followed by near-mature forest land, stumpage, medium forest land
and young forest land. Farmland and afforested land show the lowest RK values.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 955  12 of 24 
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Afforested land and farmland is mainly characterized by bare soil. Therefore, both types can
be confused with each other in terms of spatial heterogeneity. Forest plantations have the regular
structure, which leads to a similar spatial heterogeneity for young forest land, medium forest land,
and near-mature forest land. Hence, their histograms tend to overlap. However, texture features play
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a main role in separating afforested land from other forest types, in addition to separating building
land from other types [43].

4.1.3. Coherence Features

Figure 8 represents the coherence features obtained from PolInSAR data, including polarimetric
interferometric coherence features (γHH, γHV, γVV, Table 2, Figure 8a), optimal coherence features
(γopt_1, γopt_2,γopt_3, Table 2, Figure 8b) and optimal coherent spectrum features (A1, A2, Table 2,
Figure 8c,d). Compared to Figures 4 and 6, Figure 8 obviously highlights the differences between
medium forest land and young forest land, although it cannot distinguish medium forest land and
near-mature forest land.
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Figure 8. RGB images composited by coherence features: (a) polarimetric interferometric coherence
(Red: γHH, Green: γHV, and Blue: γVV); (b) optimal coherence (Red: γopt_1, Green: γopt_2, and
Blue: γopt_3); (c) optimal coherent spectrum (A1); (d) optimal coherent spectrum (A2).

Figure 9 displays the corresponding histogram performances for the eight coherence features.
Compared to the polarimetric interferometric coherence (Figure 9a–c), the coherences of all types are
improved by the polarimetric interferometric coherence optimization method (Figure 9d,e). Obviously,
the coherence of afforested land is the highest, followed by young forest land and near-mature forest
land, which is consistent with previous studies, as coherence is inversely proportional to the structural
complexity of a forest [44–46]. For non-forest types, the coherence of buildings, wheat, and corn
are higher than stumpage. The variance of the former is smaller in γopt_1, while the latter is smaller
in γopt_2.
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A1 and A2 indicate the relative amplitude variations between the different optimized channels.
A value of A1 close to 1 indicates a single coherent scattering mechanism in the resolution cell, which is
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related to a complex structure or dense forest with high level biomass and low coherence. Values
of A1 and A2 that are both close to zero depict a low dependence of the scattering coherence on the
polarization information, which is related to a simple structure or sparse forest with low level biomass
and high coherence. We found that A2 is more sensitive to the forest structure than A1 (Figure 9g,h).

Following this, three coherence features (γopt_1, γopt_2 and A2) are selected for classification in this
study, especially for distinguishing young forest land and medium forest land. The only drawback
is that neither optimal coherence nor optimal coherent spectrum can distinguish medium forest
land and near-mature forest land effectively. However, this can be improved by using combined
polarimetric features.

4.2. Classification Results

To analyze the effects of the three group features (polarimetric, texture, and coherence features)
on classification behavior, the first experiment was conducted using only the polarimetric features
(Figure 10a). The second experiment was conducted using polarimetric and texture features
(Figure 10b). Finally, in the third experiment, polarimetric, texture, and coherence features were
all used for the classification (Figure 10c). Although misclassifications are inevitable, the results in
Figure 10a suggest that non-forest types can be distinguished in general. Adding the texture features to
the polarimetric features, the classifications for buildings and afforested land were slightly improved,
as shown in Figure 10b. Moreover, the separation between young forest land and medium forest
land is largely improved by taking advantage of the coherence (Figure 10c). However, there are still
misclassifications between near-mature forest land and other stumpages.
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The classification accuracy of three experiments were evaluated by the pixels of test AOIs based
on the confusion matrix (Tables 4–6), which contains the producer’s accuracy (PA, as shown in (9)),
user’s accuracy (UA, as shown in (10)), overall accuracy (OA, as shown in (11)), and Kappa coefficient
(Kap, as shown in (12)). For each line of the confusion matrix, each datum represents the pixel number
of omission. For each column, each data means the pixel number of misclassification. For the third
experiment, OA was 90.9%, which increased by 8% and 5% compared to the first experiment and
second experiment, respectively. Specifically, the PA of afforested land, young forest land, medium
forest land, and near-mature forest land improved by 6%, 31%, 11%, and 6%, respectively. This accuracy
evaluation also demonstrates that coherence features are an important indicator in the classification of
forest types.
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Table 4. The confusion matrix of classification results from polarimetric features.

Classification Image

PA (%)Afforested
Land

Young
Forest
Land

Medium
Forest
Land

Near-Mature
Forest
Land

Other
Stumpages Water Building

Land

Wheat
Tillage
Land

Corn
Stubble

Land

Reference
data

Afforested land 2697 110 37 153 12 0 25 36 0 87.9
Young forest land 84 479 221 122 0 0 3 0 0 52.7

Medium forest land 101 508 1878 37 0 0 4 4 4 74.1
Near-mature forest land 65 47 30 831 138 0 32 15 1 71.7

Other stumpages 0 1 0 4 70 1 1 0 0 91.0
Water 0 0 0 1 0 594 0 0 0 99.8

Building land 65 12 10 123 124 3 2202 37 13 85.1
Wheat tillage land 23 5 1 9 8 0 18 1044 1 94.1
Corn stubble land 3 1 18 39 0 0 3 0 1000 94.0

UA (%) 88.8 41.2 85.6 63.0 19.8 99.3 96.2 91.9 98.1

Note: Overall accuracy (OA) is 82.4; Kappa coefficient (Kap) is 0.79.

Table 5. The confusion matrix of classification results from polarimetric features combined with texture features.

Classification Image

PA (%)Afforested
Land

Young
Forest
Land

Medium
Forest
Land

Near-Mature
Forest
Land

Other
Stumpages Water Building

Land

Wheat
Tillage
Land

Corn
Stubble

Land

Reference
data

Afforested land 2864 75 39 32 1 0 2 56 1 93.3
Young forest land 52 569 177 109 0 0 2 0 0 62.6

Medium forest land 45 560 1885 41 0 0 2 3 0 74.3
Near-mature forest land 14 74 30 867 151 0 23 0 0 74.8

Other stumpages 0 0 1 5 71 0 0 0 0 92.2
Water 0 0 0 0 0 595 0 0 0 100.0

Building land 5 13 2 83 152 1 2326 4 3 89.8
Wheat tillage land 37 13 5 3 1 0 0 1049 1 94.6
Corn stubble land 21 2 23 6 0 0 2 0 1010 94.9

UA (%) 94.3 43.6 87.2 75.7 18.9 99.8 98.7 94.3 99.5

Note: OA is 85.7; Kap is 0.83.
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Table 6. The confusion matrix of classification results from polarimetric features combined with texture and coherence features.

Classification image

PA (%)Afforested
Land

Young
Forest
Land

Medium
Forest
Land

Near-Mature
Forest
Land

Other
Stumpages Water Building

Land

Wheat
Tillage
Land

Corn
Stubble

Land

Reference
data

Afforested land 2879 66 2 15 1 0 1 95 11 93.8
Young forest land 0 762 45 102 0 0 0 0 0 83.8

Medium forest land 0 299 2178 59 0 0 0 0 0 85.9
Near-mature forest land 1 74 27 895 158 0 3 1 0 77.2

Other stumpages 0 2 0 3 72 0 0 0 0 93.5
Water 0 0 0 0 0 595 0 0 0 100.0

Building land 33 0 0 30 29 0 2459 28 10 95.0
Wheat tillage land 44 4 0 1 8 0 1 1047 4 94.4
Corn stubble land 25 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 1030 96.8

UA (%) 96.5 63.1 96.7 81.0 26.9 100.0 99.5 89.3 97.6

Note: OA is 90.9; Kap is 0.89.
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The calculation of PA is as follows:

PAi = Pii/Pi+ (9)

where i is the class of test pixels, PAi is the producer’s accuracy of class i, Pi+ is the number of pixels of
class i, and Pii is the number of pixels of class i classified correctly.

The following equation is used to calculate UA:

UAj = Pjj/P+j (10)

where j is the class of classified pixels, UAj is the user’s accuracy of class j, P+j is the number of pixels
of class j, and Pjj is the number of pixels of class j classified correctly.

The calculation of OA is as follows:

OA =
n

∑
k=1

Pkk/P (11)

where k is the class of test pixels and classified pixels, OA is the overall accuracy, P is the sum of test
pixels, and Pkk is the number of pixels of class k classified correctly.

The following equation is used to calculate Kap:

Kap = (P
n

∑
i=1

Pii −
n

∑
i=1

Pi+

n

∑
j=1

P+j)/(P2 −
n

∑
i=1

Pi+

n

∑
j=1

P+j) (12)

where Kap is Kappa coefficient, i is the class of test pixels, j is the class of classified pixels, P is the
sum of test pixels, Pi+ is the number of pixels of class i, Pii is the number of pixels of class i classified
correctly, P+j is the number of pixels of class j.

The confusion matrix was transformed into a histogram (Figure 11), which can visually show the
influences of various features on classification. In Figure 11, the length of the column bar represents the
proportion of each class with regard to total samples. In Figure 11a, the misclassification of forest types
is evident, especially between the young forest land and medium forest land. These have a similar
structure caused by the characteristics of the artificial forest. The proportion of misclassification of
the non-forest types is lower than that of the forest land. This indicates that polarimetric features are
suitable for distinguishing the types with obviously different structures, which supports the conclusion
derived from Figure 5. By adding texture information to polarimetric features, the afforested land and
building (Figure 11b) were better separated due to the unique features of their structure.
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Combining polarimetric features and texture features can separate several non-forest types and
particular forest types. However, young forest land and medium forest land cannot be distinguished
perfectly due to their similarity in structure. Previous studies have shown that interferometry is
sensitive to topography, vertical structure, and density of the scattering media. The interferometric
decorrelation in volumetric media has been recognized as an opportunity to measure vegetation depth
and extinction [47–50]. The scattering center of C-band SAR generally is located in the canopy for
the closed forest, which is the main media of volume decorrelation. For a lower canopy density,
the scattering center will move downwards from the canopy and the volume decorrelation of canopy
will be reduced. This is a very clear example that the coherence of afforested land is higher because
the scattering center is close to the ground. Nonetheless, there are differences in canopy density
between young forest land and medium forest land, which influences the coherence of the C-band
data. Compared to that of Figure 11a,b, the separation between young forest land and medium forest
land improved with the introduced coherence features (Figure 11c). Additionally, the classification
accuracy of other forest types also has been improved.

Moreover, the classification results were further evaluated using Z-score, which was calculated
(shown in Table 7) based on Tables 4–6 using Equation (13):

zi =
Pii − µi

σi
(13)

where i is the class of test pixels, Zi is the Z-score of class i, Pii is the number of pixels of class i classified
correctly, µi is the mean value of class i, and σi is the standard deviation of class i.

Table 7. The Z-score of three classification results.

Pol Pol + RK Pol + RK + Coh

Afforested land 2.6621 2.6656 2.6650
Young forest land 2.3419 2.5111 2.6407

Medium forest land 2.5717 2.5525 2.6417
Near-mature forest land 2.6332 2.6258 2.6224

Other stumpages 2.6626 2.6602 2.6638
Water 2.6667 2.6667 2.6667

Building land 2.6609 2.6605 2.6663
Wheat tillage land 2.6660 2.6651 2.6645
Corn stubble land 2.6646 2.6657 2.6659

Note: Pol is the classification result from polarimetric features; Pol + RK is the classification results from polarimetric
features combined with texture features; Pol + RK + Coh is the classification results from polarimetric features
combined with texture and coherence features.

Figure 12 was transformed from Table 7 to visually show the influences of various features on
classification. In Figure 12, the classification accuracy of young forest land and medium forest land
obviously improved with the integration of texture and coherence features, which is consistent with
the confusion matrixes (Tables 4–6).

Various features have been analyzed the separability for land use/cover types and further
compared this by classification results. It is shown that the non-forest types can be discriminated only
using Freeman–Durden decomposition parameters (Pd, Pv, and Ps) and Cloude–Pottier decomposition
parameters (α, H, and A). For the forest growth stages, the Freeman–Durden decomposition and
Cloude–Pottier parameters can play an important role in classifying forest growth stages with
significant differences in characteristic structures, such as the separation between afforested land
and other forest types as well as medium forest land and near-mature forest land. The RK feature
can further reduce misclassification between afforested land and other forest types, as well as slightly
mitigate the confusion between young forest land and medium forest land. Furthermore, γopt_1, γopt_2,
and A2 can obviously separate the young forest land and medium forest land.
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5. Discussion

This study suggests that PolInSAR data are of value in land use/cover classification, especially in
distinguishing forest growth stage. This study also address confusion of forest growth stages by
incorporating polarimetric, texture, and coherence features based on an SVM classification. Forest
plantations are characterized as a single tree species and uniform distribution. However, the principal
differences between young forest land, medium forest land, and near-mature forest land exist in the
tree canopy, which is the main scattering media for the C-band SAR. As can be seen in Figure 11a,
the afforested land and other forest types were slightly confused, while the young forest land and
medium forest land were substantially confused. This may result from the canopy structure in
young forest land that is similar to that in medium forest land. With the texture information added,
although the confusions between afforested land and other forest types were obviously reduced,
the confusions between the young forest land and the medium forest land were slightly reduced,
also due to the similar spatial heterogeneity. Consequently, coherence features have been introduced
to discriminate young forest land and medium forest land due to the interferometry sensitivity to
volume decorrelation caused by a slight structure difference. Moreover, the afforested land and other
forest types were almost separated. The difference in coherence is small between the medium forest
land and near-mature forest land, probably because the coherence of these two classes are saturated in
C-band within a closed canopy. Thus, it is difficult to use coherence features to distinguish these types,
although α had been proved to be effective in discriminating these types (Figure 5e). For non-forest
types, the misclassification of building land and trees mixed in building land was improved in this
study by using texture and coherence features. Overall, this study presents the necessity of integrating
polarimetric, texture, and coherence features in land use/cover classification.

However, parts of the near-mature forest land, such as the road shelter forest (distribution along
a road with several rows), usually present the features of individual trees, which were misclassified
to other stumpages. Therefore, the misclassification between the near-mature forest land and other
stumpages exists in this test site. In the future, more features or algorithms would be employed to
cope with the problems.

Compared to PolSAR data, PolInSAR contained more comprehensive and detailed information,
including the topography, vertical structure, and density of the scattering media. PolInSAR
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has been recognized as the tool with the most potential for land use/cover classification [23,27].
However, few studies have incorporated polarimetric, texture, and coherence information obtained
from PolInSAR data for a detailed classification of forest types. Other polarimetric features (e.g.,
coherency matrix and intensity) and decomposition methods will be analyzed in future studies to
reduce misclassification.

Strictly speaking, the validation data should be collected randomly from an existing classification
product to cover the entire study area. Due to the working conditions, we collected some true
ground data through field work and collected more samples, including SAR and Google Earth images.
Although the validation data are not randomized and not representative of the entire study area,
they are representative of the majority of types, as each type has a homogeneous and even distribution.
A stricter validation data collection method should be adopted in future studies. In this study, the AOIs
of each type were only randomly divided into training and validation data once. To enhance the
robustness of conclusions, the simple random sampling method should be used to select two-thirds of
the AOIs as training data, with the remaining AOIs used as validation data. This dividing procedure
should then be repeated several times.

In this paper, we focused on analyzing the capability of various features on the classification of
forest growth stages, so the histogram analysis method was implemented to understand the effect
of SAR scattering properties on forest growth stage types visually. Unfortunately, the automatic and
accurate feature selections, such as SVM Recursive Feature Elimination (SVM-RFE) or random forest
machine learning algorithm, were not used. Additionally, the classification results were obtained
with the help of SVM in ENVI 4.8 software, with no parameter optimization having been carried out;
a k-fold cross validation with a grid search should be implemented. In a word, various questions about
the classifier, including parameter optimization and variable selection algorithm, will be improved in
future studies.

The capabilities of some features derived from airborne SAR data for the classification of forest
stages have thus been shown. We need to further study whether these features from space-borne SAR
data are equally effective, as this is significant for monitoring large-scale forest plantations.

6. Conclusions

This study proposes a strategy for the classification of forest growth stages using an SVM
based on C-band PolInSAR data obtained from the Chinese MSJosSAR system. It integrates several
features, including polarimetric features based on polarimetric decomposition, texture features
using non-Gaussian modeling, and coherence features obtained from coherence optimization theory.
Following this, the capabilities of these features for distinguishing land use/cover types were analyzed.

For non-forest types (water, building land, wheat tillage land, and corn stubble land), it was
feasible to distinguish them using polarimetric features because of their obvious structural variations.
Texture and coherence features could be used to improve classification among the types, which have
differences in spatial heterogeneity and structure, such as building land and forest land.

The forest is characterized by unique scattering properties that are different from non-forest areas,
so it can be discriminated using polarimetric information. For one species, different forest growth
stages correspond to various structural characteristics (canopy density and tree height). Polarimetric
information can play an important role for forest growth stages, with significant differences in structural
characteristics (afforested land and other forest types), although it is not suitable for similar structural
characteristics (young forest land and medium forest land). Fortunately, texture and coherence are
helpful for discriminating forest growth stages with structural characteristics due to their sensitivity to
spatial characteristics and volume decorrelation, respectively. Overall, the integration of polarimetric,
texture, and coherence features improves classification accuracy in addition to providing useful insights
into forest classification and further sustainable management.
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